
The first Q-Jet came out in 1965 on the 396.

Other makes followed in 1966, and GM pretty well had all their brands using Q-Jets by 
1968. There were still some individual models using other brands.

The first Q-Jets had several issues that Rochester corrected over time; although not 
necessarily is there a "year" change.

The first issue to go was the internal secondary dashpot. As this was a metal dashpot, 
rubbing against a zinc alloy "well", wear was common. High mileage units could have the 
dashpot tip and stick, thus the auxiliary air valve would not open. These were gone by the 
end of 1966.

Next issue to go was the umbrelle-style fuel valve. These (I think) were gone by the end of 
1967. There is a kit available to replace these with conventional fuel valves, so this issue 
should not deter someone from using a unit that originally came with this valve.

Another issue was the fuel inlet nut. The earliest fittings had only three threads, and 
quickly stripped out the body. These were superceded by 5 thread fittings which in turn 
were superceded by 8 thread fittings.

The next issue was the pressed-in secondary well plugs, which leaked. These were 
replaced by a spun plug, and disappeared by mid-1968.

Another issue that got in the way of performance was the placement of the fuel valve. 
While this did not effect most street driven vehicles, it did limit the "built" street/strip 
engines on maximum output. This was changed over a period of several years on 
individual numbers. Some brands changed by 1970, others not until 1976. A quirk that is 
consistant with the early placement is a complete failure of the float system IF a 
performance builder attempts to use the "windowed" fuel valve for additional flow. The fuel 
flow through the window changes the normal height of the float giving totally unpredicable 
results. A windowed fuel valve should NEVER be used with the early valve placement.

(Opinion) By 1971, the Q-Jet (at least the ones with all of the above changes) was one of 
the very finest street carburetors to exist. Even today, some of the racers using Q-Jets 
squeeze more horsepower from them than any other brand of carb (depending on engine 
CID). Cliff Ruggles has conclusively proved the performance value of the Q-Jet, both on 
the dyno, and at the track. The limiting factor today on Q-Jet performance is the size of the 
fuel bowl. Very difficult to get more than 550 HP (gasoline, less with ethanol) through a Q-
Jet due to the size of the fuel bowl.

And as an aside, while Rochester never "rated" the Q-Jet for CFM, there are basically 
three sizes:

750 - (most up through 1975)
800 - some Buicks as early as 1971, Pontiac SD 1973,4, most everything 1976 and newer
850 - some 1971 Pontiac

Jon (carbking)


